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Sluggish Rockets offensively inept in loss to Hawks
Posted on January 10, 2014 at 6:12 pm  by Jonathan Feigen in 2013-14 season, General, Houston Rockets, Rockets

ATLANTA – With the hope of becoming less lousy offensively, the Rockets needed just one more bucket.

They needed the James Harden 3-pointer or the Harden drive to fall. They needed the Jeremy Lin drive in which he was
trapped and caught in the lane to work. They needed the Aaron Brooks pass to Dwight Howard to come anywhere near
Howard.

The Rockets did not need much in the final 2½ minutes, but they had been so bad for so long offensively that with the
game on the line, even one good possession was one more than they could produce.

The Atlanta Hawks did not do much. Mostly, they spent the game beating the Rockets down the court. But as the
Rockets trudged through their lowest-scoring game of the season, the Hawks didn’t need to do much to walk away with
an 83-80 victory Friday night.

“The last few games have been a struggle,” Lin said. “It just feels like we’re working so hard for everything. Nothing

comes easy. I’m not sure what it is.”

The Rockets’ offense so completely betrayed them that even when they executed and finally made the shot they needed

down the stretch they made one final error.
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Brooks’ turnover with 18.9 seconds left when he fired a bounce pass to Howard, who was rushing to the boards, forced
the Rockets to foul.

Kyle Korver made both free throws, and the Rockets had time for a shot to force overtime. They got a good look. Harden
drew the defense and Lin swished his jumper from the corner with 6.5 seconds left. But a video review showed Lin’s
foot was on the line, leaving the Rockets a point short.

After Korver hit two more free throws, the Rockets again were down three points, this time with no timeouts left after
coach Kevin McHale had spent so many trying to implore his team to get back defensively. The Rockets could not get off

another shot.

“I didn’t know I was on the line,” Lin said. “When (Harden) drove, I thought he was going to shoot it. I was going to try to
get anywhere near for an offensive rebound.”

‘Stuck in the mud’

The Rockets’ offensive issues were not limited to the final minutes. They ran their offense so badly, they had 18

turnovers even in a game in which they rarely ran. Many came while trying to force the ball inside to Howard, especially
in the fourth quarter when the Rockets had eight turnovers.

“Bad passing,” McHale said. “We work on it. You have to be able to deliver the ball. We couldn’t make shots, and we
couldn’t get the ball where we wanted to on the offensive end. It was one of those games we were stuck in the mud
offensively.”

Howard took just 11 shots, and three of those were after getting offensive rebounds. He did not even get enough

touches to get fouled, taking just two free throws.

“We just have to work on it in practice,” Howard said. “Guys have to get better at it. It’s not an issue. We’ll get better.”

As they have so often, the Rockets allowed their misfiring offense to impact their defense, with the Hawks running to 20

fast-break points in the game’s first 40 minutes. On the break, the Rockets were 9-of-11.

When they weren’t running, they were simply abysmal.

Even in a game in which the Hawks scored just 10 first-quarter points – their fewest in a quarter this season and the
fewest any team has scored in any quarter against the Rockets – and just 39 in the first half, the Rockets trailed 73-67

with eight minutes left.

Going small

With that, McHale turned to a small lineup with Harden at power forward, Lin and Brooks at the guards and Francisco
Garcia at small forward.

As they had to start the game, the Hawks went six minutes without scoring. The Rockets’ 9-0 run gave them a three-
point lead. They led 78-76 after a Harden jumper with 2:21 remaining. Then the offense crashed again.

The Hawks made just two shots in the final eight minutes. That was more than the Rockets could handle.
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Per Game

Player G Min FG% FT% 3P% PPG

James Harden 31 38.7 .452 .844 .327 24.9
Dw ight How ard 37 34.1 .574 .543 .333 17.8
Chandler Parsons 33 37.9 .517 .721 .375 17.2
Jeremy Lin 27 30.6 .469 .785 .359 14.0
Terrence Jones 34 26.3 .498 .594 .291 10.1
Patrick Beverley 25 31.5 .420 .780 .333 9.6
Omri Casspi 36 20.2 .433 .682 .343 8.0
Aaron Brooks 32 17.6 .408 .824 .416 7.8
Francisco Garcia 36 20.9 .386 .588 .336 6.1
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Omer Asik 17 18.3 .472 .641 - 4.4

ROCKETS SCHEDULE/RESULTS

Schedule

Date Opp Time

1/11 @ Was 6:00 CT
1/13 @ Bos 6:30 CT
1/15 @ NO 7:00 CT
1/16 vs. OKC 8:30 CT
1/18 vs. Mil 7:00 CT

Full Schedule

Results

Date Opp Final

1/10 @ Atl L 80-83
1/8 vs. LAL W 113-99
1/3 vs. NY W 102-100
12/31 vs. Sac L 106-110
12/29 @ OKC L 86-117
12/28 vs. NO W 107-98
12/26 vs. Mem W 100-92
12/25 @ SA W 111-98
12/23 vs. Dal L 104-111
12/21 @ Det W 114-97
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PreviewDetroit   
New York  6:30 CT

PreviewPhiladelphia  
 
Charlotte  7:00 CT

PreviewChicago  
 
Milwaukee  7:00 CT

PreviewOklahoma City   
New Orleans  7:30 CT

PreviewDallas   
Orlando  8:00 CT

PreviewDenver   
Boston  9:00 CT

PreviewPortland  
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NBA Standings

Standings  |  Last updated Jan. 11, 10:39 AM CT

Eastern Conference

Atlantic Division

 W L Pct

Toronto 17 17 .500
Brooklyn 15 21 .417

New  York 13 22 .371
Boston 13 24 .351
Philadelphia 12 24 .333

Central Divison

 W L Pct

Indiana 29 7 .806
Chicago 16 18 .471
Detroit 15 22 .405
Cleveland 13 23 .361
Milw aukee 7 28 .200

Southeast Division

 W L Pct

Miami 27 10 .730
Atlanta 20 17 .541
Washington 16 18 .471
Charlotte 15 22 .405
Orlando 10 26 .278

Western Conference

Northwest Division

 W L Pct

Portland 27 9 .750
Oklahoma City 27 9 .750

Denver 18 17 .514
Minnesota 18 18 .500
Utah 12 26 .316

Pacific Division

 W L Pct

LA Clippers 26 13 .667
Golden State 25 14 .641
Phoenix 21 14 .600
LA Lakers 14 23 .378
Sacramento 12 22 .353

Southwest Division

 W L Pct

San Antonio 28 8 .778
Houston 23 14 .622
Dallas 21 16 .568
Memphis 16 19 .457
New  Orleans 15 20 .429

X - Clinched Playoff Spot,  Y - Clinched Division,  Z - Clinched
Conference
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Jonathan Feigen
Rockets beat writer since 1998, sports junkie since
before Willis Reed limped out for Game 7. Before more
than two decades in Houston, went from Delaware to
El Campo, Garland and Dallas. Still love being there
for every tip off.
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This look familiar. McHail + Harden = Kubiak + Schaub. Talking Contender?
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brazil Rank 412

Harden and Lin both stink at running the point. They need to stop yo-yo-ing the ball so

much - it's ridiculous. When that happen the entire offense stagnates, the defense gets to

lock in to what we're doing, and it's just overall pathetic. They are also both horrible on

defense. Currently neither of them deserve all-star votes with the way they're playing and I

don't care if Harden had three 37+ points games in a row or not...the dude needs to start

playing defense. For whatever reason ... » more

1 hour ago 0 Likes Like Reply Share

GoRock Rank 5

@brazil Change the players or coaching staff? I don't think you know much

about professional sports operation.

2 hours ago 1 Like Like Reply Share
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I blame the loss on coach. No D ,No set play, no move screen,just give ball to harden or

D12. AB just like old AB. When Lin get ball,nobody moves and no P £ R for him. I guess

he is off bench. No set play for him either. Every time off ,only play we get is Iso harden.

McFarland must go.
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2 hours ago 0 Likes Like Reply Share

Da_realx Rank 259

I'm thinking maybe the Rockets do need to sign JR.Smith if he's released by the Knicks. I heard

Hedo Turkoglu is also available and impressed the Clippers at their work out. They need some

kind of energy boost coming out of the bench. They lacked it big time last time. J. Lin needs to get

his head in the game. He is much better than that, he looked lost in the 4th quarter. J. Harden

needs to demand the ball more when a game is close like that and run the point. He spreads the

floor and draws ... » more

1 hour ago 1 Like Like Reply Share

GoRock Rank 5

@Da_realx Lower my IQ? This is the site of Rockets fans but seem to me

more people have agreed with me. To blame his foot on the line for the lost is

dumb down stupid of a fan. That play wasn't designed for him. It's was for

Harden to go for a quick two but he failed to do so. Lin was unexpectedly

received the ball unfortunately his foot was on the line despite hitting basket.

It's was a human mistake just like many shooters step on the out of bound line

in that small narrow corner. Plus NBA ... » more

9 minutes ago 0 Likes Like Reply Share

713KLP Rank 1639

@Da_realx No. He is not the player Houston needs. Houston needs to trade

Asik, Brewer, Garcia (Maybe) and Montiejunas for a defensive swingman, a

more consistent 3-PT shooting wing and a defensive big man, all to increase

our bench production. 

Once everyone gets healthy, our bench shall become consistent again, thanks

to Lin.

2 hours ago 1 Like Like Reply Share

GoRock Rank 5

@E-MAC 

Lin's strength is to drive or to pass the ball to an open man under the basket or at the

three points line. Garcia couldn't hit open three, Howard does not know where he suppose
to be, T Jones too slow to elevate for Atlanta defense. But he's no longer play that position,

it's Brook and Harden now. Lin's great defense that kept the Rox in the game. His key

rebound and 2 pts free throws that gave the Rox 3 points lead with 3 minutes to play. All

that was went to waste when you allowed ... » more

31 minutes ago 0 Likes Like Reply Share

koko1603 Rank 1947

@GoRock you need to open your eyes; my post doesn't have anything to do

with harden. I said 6th man and basketball is usually 5 on 5. As far as Lin goes

..... He will be very well served as a 6th man. He is not a leader. Lesson for

you: you eiether see the floor or you don't ...... And Lin doesn't see it: he has

spent enough time on the floor to make a name for himself as a point and he

is not. The TEAM is mediocre and that's a team's mistake not

harden's......Asians are disciplined, but lack ... » more
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13 minutes ago 1 Like Like Reply Share

713KLP Rank 1639

@GoRock *= Wins Category 

Beverley - Harden - Parsons - Jones - Howard Lineup: (245 Minutes Played) 

112.9 Offensive Efficiency* | 100.2 Defensive Efficiency* | +12.7 Net Efficiency* 

56.0 eFG%* | 59.0 TS% | 50.2 FG% | 40.5 3-PT%* | 68.2 FT%* 

54.6 AST%* | 1.56 AST/TO* | 17.0 AST Ratio* | 14.6 TO Ratio* 

53.3 REB%* | 25.4 OREB%* | 76.2 DREB%* 

Opponent's Stats. vs. the Lineup: (Per 100 Possessions) 

15.8 PTS Off TOs* | 12.5 2nd Chnc. PTS* | 14.2 FBPs | 45.3 PITP* 

47.7 FG%* | ... » more

2 hours ago 4 Likes Like Reply Share

Fair_Palmer Rank 95

Are we back to the "blame the scapegoat" game again? 

Game rules: 

1. When Rockets lost, point your fingers at Lin. 

2. When Rockets won, do not give Lin any credit. 

For most of the 2nd half, the ISO superstar, as well as other teammates, did not pass the

ball to Lin. Then, at the final seconds, he was given the hot potato. 

Pile on the blame. Lin, put on your hard hat.

2 hours ago 0 Likes Like Reply Share

GoRock Rank 5

@Fair_Palmer 

Whoever called him/herself Rockets only fan that also included Lin hater only.

3 hours ago 0 Likes Like Reply Share

E-MAC Rank 137

They say basketball is just a game of runs...Houston starts off with their own 11-0 run then

Atlanta storms back with a 83-69 run. And that's that! 

Seriously though, it looked like another effortless game by these Rockets. Where was

Brooks' and Lin's head at in the final minutes? Both made terrible basketball decisions,

poor passes. 

I hate to see the Rockets come to a desperate final three point attempt at the end of the

game, but come on Lin...if you're going to shoot it, then commit to ... » more

 Rank 464

It is such a different team when we have all the players available. The guy with the

intangibles is Parsons. They just do not seem to have the mix needed to win when he is

not in there and I do not know why. 
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3 hours ago 2 Likes Like Reply Share

This can be a championship group in a couple of years. It takes patience for this young

group to mature. What worries me is the Asik problem. His injury is causing difficulties

beyond his individual situation.

3 hours ago 1 Like Like Reply Share

E-MAC Rank 137

@null True. Parsons is probably the only player on this team that has

leadership ability.

3 hours ago 0 Likes Like Reply Share

bballer123 Rank 2542

what a terrible loss! why can't we pass inside to Howard? Our offense should start inside

first and then go out! All the turn overs in the end sucked. Our guard play, Harden and Lin

and Brooks, were terrible in the end.

3 hours ago 0 Likes Like Reply Share

Aroibo Rank 57

One word to qualify this team: "SELFISHNESS. Besides D12, Parsons, TJones, Smith,

Brewer, and maybe Beverley, the rest of the team are more concerned about their

personal stats. Sad but true.

3 hours ago 0 Likes Like Reply Share

E-MAC Rank 137

@Aroibo Well, I don't know if that is entirely true...you'd think they would want

to take higher percentage shots, limit turnovers and bump up those defensive

stats as well... 

I think the real issue is a lack of leadership, accountability....and I might go as

far as to say an overall low basketball IQ for this entire roster ( with a few

exceptions but key word being OVERALL).

2 hours ago 1 Like Like Reply Share

GoRock Rank 5

@Aroibo You have to be very stupid to say that, look at the team shooting

attempts, Lin is not even the team top three option. Plus selfish is when you

don't play defense. Lin is the best of the team in term of shutting down

opponent PGs.
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